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After a few months of living and traveling on a sailboat last winter, I decided that I definitely never 
want to own one. All of my friends’ boats are constantly breaking and the stress it puts them under is 
not something I desire for my own life. But, you know, all wounds heal with time.

I found myself contemplating having two sailing dinghies for me and my friends to take to the lake on 
breezy days. That sounds fun, right? And even if they did break all the time, it wouldn’t be anything I 
couldn’t handle. If you take the engine, electric, and plumbing out of the equation – it’s all of a sudden 
something I can do myself, probably. Or at least wrap my head around.

I devoted a part of every day to numerous internet searches in hopes that the right combination of 
keystrokes might yield an opportunity to purchase the perfect set of tiny sailboats. I started to look 
at the listings for larger day sailers too, because I thought having two sails would be really cool. The 
thought of not being able to carry my own boat left my mind and was replaced with the thought of 
bringing all my friends out on the lake at once. The problem with the internet is that once you find the 
thing you want, the seller won’t email you back, or they already sold it and didn’t delete the listing. 
What an emotional roller coaster! After weeks of searching, I found a listing for an O’Day Javelin 14, 
and the seller even answered his phone. Thanks to living on boats with boat nerds for a winter, I knew 
more about boats than the seller. I was pretty impressed with myself. I managed to talk him down from 
an already reasonable $600 to a steal at $400 for the ready to sail boat and functional trailer before I 
even went to go see it.

A few days later, a friend and I drove through the forests of north central Florida to have a look-see at 
the boat. There it was: sitting on its trailer with the sails up and DAMN did it look good. I blushed at 
the sight of that boat - my boat - under full sail in the yard of that trailer park for anyone to see. While 
I was halfway through the terrifying sentence of “I’ll take it” the main sheet block broke right off as he 
attempted to show me how it worked. Chalking it up to Murphy’s Law, I gave him $400 and hooked 
the trailer up to the truck.

Off we went... to the next gas station so I could retie all that guy’s mast securing knots. There was no 
reasonable way to secure the mast during transport, so we had to figure out a way to keep it attached 
with rope. I didn’t want to worry about the mast slipping off unnoticed, plus I felt smart for knowing 
appropriate knots. Thanks again, living on a boat with nerds.

On the way home we saw a mother and baby bear run across the road. The first black bears I’ve ever 
seen.
 
Hannah and I made plans to take the boat out the next day. We would be free from the tyranny of our 
former captains, schedules, and “destinations;” free to sail in circles in the lake, tack, gybe, or anything 
our hearts desired. Sailing could be at its most free with just us and no pressure. We dragged the boat 
trailer up to the tow hitch and got it secured. The driveway at the farm is purely pot holes, and each 
bump we went over caused the mast to bounce up and slam down. It kept happening no matter how 
slow we went. The sound of the mast smashing onto the fore deck over and over made me cringe. 
Put “mast pillow” on the to-do list. As we pulled out of the farm and onto the highway on our way to 
the lake, I realized the trailer and boat were no longer attached to the truck. In fact, my new boat was 
blocking two busy lanes of traffic. AAAAHHHH! Apparently the bumpy driveway also caused the 
tow hitch to pop off. We hopped out of the truck, dragged the trailer out of the road, and re-attached 
it to the truck, this time not forgetting the emergency chain hook things. It was fucked up, but since it 
was just us two and nothing was wrecked, we were able to laugh it off.

Our arrival at the lake was followed by like an hour and a half of being perplexed at the directions the 
trailer began to turn as we attempted backing it down the boat ramp. We took turns being the backer 
and the guider, improving small amounts during each attempt but never getting anywhere near close 
enough to having the boat in the water. Even though we really didn’t want to, we called in reinforce-
ments; Jen saved the day. It still took a couple tries, but she managed to get the trailer far enough into 
the lake that the boat floated up off of it. Before she showed up, I was sure we weren’t sailing that day 
and questioned my own potential competency as a boat owner. I still question that competency. And 



let me tell you something I was terrified to figure out. You have to back the truck way farther into the 
lake than you want to in order for the boat to come off the trailer. And if you’re borrowing your friend’s 
truck, you might hesitate to back it in that far. That is all.

Once the boat was in the water everything was easy. After we rowed down the short channel we could 
feel the breeze. I never appreciated a breeze as much as I do until I learned how to sail. In fact, I 
hardly ever noticed or thought about wind. Now when I feel a breeze that’s good for sailing it warms 
my heart. Hannah and I felt that breeze as we raised the sails. We remembered how to maneuver the 
boat and were under no pressure. Our entire dialogue consisted of “Can you believe it? WE-ARE-
SAIL-ING!” We traveled about the lake in circles, trimming the sails as we turned. It was a perfect 
day between best friends. The trailer didn’t even fall off the whole ride home. It looked like having a 
boat was going to rule.

The next week I invited a bunch of my friends for a day of yachting. I also invited my celebrity crush, 
Mikey Erg, who declined because he had to do a podcast. Uhh, what? Did he miss the part where we 
are going sailing? Sheesh. If “I have a sailboat” doesn’t work as a pickup line, what will? 

For that day I had decided upon the big lake, so there’d definitely be enough wind. I’d find out later 
that there was actually a wind advisory on the lake that day from Hurricane Sandy creeping up the east 
coast. But I didn’t check the weather before we went out, why would I? Anyway, we put up the mast 
and the rigging, which is surprisingly the easy part. Since I still couldn’t back the trailer, and neither 
could any of the six people joining me, we walked the trailer down the boat ramp into the lake. We 
probably looked really stupid, but it was easy and fun that way. If anyone was around to see us they 
may have wondered, “Who let those dummies have a boat?”

We briefly considered going on two trips out, but then said fuck it and all seven of us packed in. Water 
immediately began coming up through the many now obvious holes from missing bolts around the 
swing keel. Kyle told me once that his boat was unsinkable, and I loved that he said that. It seemed 
really funny to me to say something so contrary... something that’s supposed to jinx you or whatever. 
So I told all of my friends that my boat was unsinkable. Pam Boyle is unsinkable.

But who is this eponymous Pam Boyle? One time some friends and I were on a very long drive from 
Florida to the northeast. We stopped in Winston-Salem North Carolina because we wanted to go to a 
southern fast food chain called Biscuit World. Biscuit World was closed, so for some reason we went 
to “It’s Not Greasy Chicken.” I don’t know why we went there since half of us didn’t even eat meat.
Turns out “It’s Not Greasy” was greasy, and no one got anything. On the way out I grabbed some local 
magazines to make collages or something, and on the cover of one I found the magical face of none 
other than Pam Boyle. The radiant glow and toothy grin of that real estate agent’s portrait was repeated 
several times throughout the magazine. Have you ever heard of love at first sight? Well this was it. It 
became very important that we heard the sound of her voice. So we prank called her repeatedly for the 
rest of the drive. She only answered once, and I can still hear the sound of her voice:

“Who is this? What do you want?” said Pam in a heavy southern accent.

Oh, Pam. After she asked what we wanted, my friend started ordering breakfast from her. The next 
morning I had a voicemail from Pam threatening legal action. I felt so flattered that she called me! 
I saved the voicemail until I had to get a new phone. We spent the next few days making up stories 
about Pam; she loves her own cookies – you can tell. The real estate agent with the toothy grin quickly 
became the object of a lot of misdirected affection. Hannah and I to this day are still able to laugh so 
hard about Pam that it brings us to tears. If you look up a picture of her face on the internet, you will 
not be disappointed.

Anyway, I named my boat after Pam Boyle because there was no other way. And I remembered read-
ing in the specs of my boat on the internet that it had positive buoyancy, so it was unsinkable. The 
unsinkable Pam Boyle.



There was a lot of water rushing into the cockpit. This didn’t happen when Hannah and I took it out, 
so we just figured it was from the extra weight. I remembered the previous owner saying that there 
was a small amount of water that came up from the swing keel. I also remembered him pointing to a 
piece of 2” PVC that went about 4” into the floor of the cockpit where the water could drain out of. 
So we watched the water rushing in, but also rushing out at the same rate. It seemed to be fine. The 
water was entering and leaving the boat just as I’d been told it would. Everyone was a little worried, 
but not that worried because the water in the cockpit wasn’t pooling up. We rowed down the little river 
channel thing for a quarter mile to get out to the lake. It was really windy. Kinda scary windy, but I’d 
been in much more intimidating conditions out in the middle of the sea. How could this comparatively 
minuscule lake be even remotely intimidating?

The next fifteen or so minutes is sort of a blur. The sight and feeling of raising the main was incredibly 
exciting. After raising the jib, the boat began to heel over well past the comfort level of most of the oc-
cupants. Since the boat was weighed down so much, any leaning at all put the rail into the lake. Water 
began to fill the cockpit. Why wasn’t that fucking drain-hole thing working? Something was wrong, 
and we’d have to take action... like, now, or Pam was going under.

Someone used the hand pump while the three of us who “knew how to sail” tried to get the boat back 
into the channel. The problem was we were stuck upwind with no momentum.

And now I guess I’ll let you in on a little secret. You know that piece of 2” PVC in the floor of the 
cockpit where the water drains out? The previous owner put that hole there for who knows what rea-
son. The water doesn’t so much drain “out” as it does “in.” The hole went directly into the hull and 
so did all that water we’d seen rushing in. Then, when all the space in the styrofoam and wood was 
completely full, the water began to fill the cockpit. I don’t know why that hole was in the cockpit floor, 
but I hate whoever put it there. At the time we didn’t know it, but the previous owner had also modified 
the rudder in a way that drastically decreased our steerage. It’s supposed to be adjustable, but the PO 
had bolted it into a sort of middle position. So we could steer somewhat, but it definitely didn’t help 
us in our current situation.

So there we were – all seven of us – in a boat rapidly filling with water, pointed straight upwind with 
no momentum, and nothing we were doing would turn it the direction we needed to get out of this 
gusty lake and back into the safety of the channel. People were using everything they could get their 
hands on to bail water, someone even poured out the coffee to have one more thing to scoop with. I 
was mad about the coffee and forgot about the sinking boat for about one second.

Someone thought to raise the jib and lower the main, which was our miracle cure to being stuck up-
wind. The boat turned around and we were finally sailing. Bailing and sailing.

On the way out we made sure to take note of the dead tree that was next to the channel. We headed for 
that dead tree; our farito, our beacon of hope that we’d make it out of this windy lake without having 
to swim. As we approached the channel it became glaringly obvious that Pam was going under – we 
just could not bail fast enough.

Because of the possibility of alligators and poisonous snakes, I was not excited about being in that 
murky channel. After being the first to abandon ship, all the others soon followed. Everyone else 
jumped off the same side at once causing Pam to lean a stressful amount. An upright sunken boat 
seemed way easier to deal with than a sideways sunken boat, so when I first became worried of the 
leaning caused by people abandoning ship, I yelled “port!” The last person on the boat, what a pal, 
did their best to scramble up to the port side in a successful last ditch effort to right the boat, and then 
jumped off.

All of our shit was floating away. The majority of the boat was underwater. We sat there, staring at our 
mess, and decided on a course of action. The only thing we could do was swim the boat up the channel 
to the dock and figure out the rest once we got there. We started swimming. One arm in the water pad-
dling, one arm on Pam pulling her along. I took this moment to appreciate the fact that my celebrity 



crush had declined to join us on this venture. Seriously.

Around this time, I obviously became stressed out since I had failed to show my friends the joy of sail-
ing (it was most people’s first time.) I worried they all thought I was dumb, full of shit, and that they 
hated me for dumping them in the water. I was positive they were having a horrible time. I took a break 
from dwelling to assess the situation. To my disbelief, my friends were smiling, joking around, and 
seemed to be generally in good spirits. How could this be? After this short inquiry into how everyone 
was doing, of which the general consensus was “great,’’ I was relieved. My friends thought sinking the 
boat was better than sailing. They fucking loved it!

I have the best friends in the entire world.

Life jackets were handed out to those who requested them, and the swimming continued. We were 
traveling at a very slow rate, but at least we were moving. I imagine we were going about as fast as if 
a boat was powered by an immersion blender.

After, like, a really really long time of swimming the boat up the channel people started to tell me that 
something didn’t seem right. That maybe we went up the wrong channel. I responded with, “No way 
dudes, the dead tree and stuff, this has to be right. We just turn right up ahead somewhere. No way. 
Let’s keep going.” Eventually I also agreed we were up the wrong channel, and were also fucked.

There was no boat ramp at the end of this one. A gloom like no other sunk deep into my chest. There 
was absolutely no way we were swimming that boat back out of the channel. And where was the cor-
rect channel anyway? How many dead trees are there? This shit was fucking hopeless.

A couple of rednecks in a john boat were also in the channel and headed towards us. Quite often while 
rowing a dinghy I’ve been offered a tow with no provocation. It seems like folks with engines are ex-
cited about the charitable activity of towing helpless losers without motors. When it would seem like 
someone was going to offer us a tow, those of us in the dinghy would decide before they got there if 
we’d accept the offer or not. So, with the dudes in the john boat headed towards us, Hannah turned to 
me and jokingly said, “If they offer us a tow, are we going to accept it?”

As they approached we flagged them down and kindly requested a tow since, you know, our boat was 
sunk and we were swimming and all. We received an answer I was not excited about hearing, and that 
answer was no. Uhh, excuse me? We needed help. They were the only ones around who could do so. 
And they said no, and motored away. Fuck off! Unbelievable! We sat in the water talking a bunch of 
shit because there was nothing else we could do. We remained totally fucked.

In a dramatic turn of events, the dudes we hated had turned around and were coming back for us! They 
were willing to tow us after all. The driver was afraid the tow rope would rip off his transom, so he 
wrapped it around his hand instead. My bet is that the transom is more durable than skin and bones, 
but what do I know? I think it was hurting his hand, because he stopped to tie the line to his boat after 
not too long. We must have looked fucking ridiculous – seven punks hanging off all sides of a mostly 
sunken boat being towed by apathetic rednecks. Really, who let us have a boat? Looking back to see 
two lovely, smiling people giggling while hanging off the transom of the Unsinkable Pam Boyle – and 
noticing that Alex, through everything was still sipping on her cosmopolitan in a mason jar -  was 
absolutely priceless. The fucking boat sinks, and she manages to keep a tight grip on her drink while 
abandoning ship.

So they towed us out of the channel and back into the windy lake, which was a little scary. Luckily 
they knew which channel we were supposed to be in, because we obviously didn’t. Arriving at the 
boat landing brought the most satisfying feeling of relief. Seriously, why do I do this shit to myself?

We began unloading what was left of our soaked belongings out of the boat and onto the dock. Then 
we walked the trailer down to the water and lined it up under the boat. Since there’s a possibility of the 
truck rolling into the lake, which only becomes more likely when the truck is stick shift, I proposed 



we’d attempt pulling the boat out with our brute strength. Turns out, we didn’t have enough of that and 
I’d be risking a borrowed truck on amateur driving skills to pull the boat out of the water. 

Just let off the clutch and press in the gas. The first time I tried it I rolled backwards instead of for-
wards. A state of panic set in. Everyone was watching me, why was everyone watching me? Was I 
going to sink my boat and my friend’s truck all in one day? If this truck goes into this lake, I’m hanging 
myself with the main halyard. It’s over. On the second try I let off the clutch a little more slowly and 
gave it pretty much all the gas and peeled out up the boat ramp, Miss Boyle in tow.

The drain plug was removed, and we sat down for a picnic with what was left of our food. Water came 
rushing out of that hole for a long long time. After eating we took down the mast and rigging, folded 
and bagged the sails, noted the things that had broken that I couldn’t begin thinking about dealing with, 
and took some group shots in front of the drain hole which was still sending out water at full force. 
Then we all split up in our respective cars and drove home – tougher and one story richer.

Some have said that boats are stronger than the people in them. Such is not the case for the Unsinkable 
Pam Boyle.


